
Slogan Options 
 
“TeaMalchi: Perfecting Your Cup of Tea”  
“TeaMalchi: Your Cup of Tea”  
“TeaMalchi: When Tea is Life”  
“Live the Tea Life”  
“When Our Cup of Tea Becomes Your Cup of Tea”  
“Hand-picked. Pure. Delightful. Quality Tea by TeaMalchi.”  
 
Mission statement  
 
We believe in quality tea – as a conversation starter, a shared source of warmth and 
intrigue, and a cause of pure delight. That’s why we select only the finest natural loose 
tea leaves from around the world, and we bring them to you in a convenient, trustworthy 
shopping experience.  
 
GABA tea introduction 
 
We are thrilled to announce our grand opening and the launch of our website, 
TeaMalchi.com. We look forward to providing our customers with the best hand-picked, 
loose leaf GABA tea.  
 
Now, you may be wondering, what exactly is GABA tea? GABA stands for gamma-
amino-butyric-acid, an amino acid that is produced by the human body itself. GABA 
works by inhibiting the firing of neurons in the body, which means it helps to fight 
stress, anxiety, and high blood pressure. It is also known to provide mental alertness, 
aid in weight loss, and is even prescribed for prostate problems and a depressed sex 
drive. Scientific reports prove that red fermented rice and fermented soybeans have 
plenty of GABA, but tea leaves are the richest source of GABA.  
 
On our website, you’ll find a variety of GABA teas ranging in flavor, aroma, and 
strength. We select only the finest GABA tea leaves from around the world, and we bring 
them to you in a convenient, trustworthy shopping experience. We look forward to being 
your source of tea for years to come!  
 
Product descriptions (10)  
 
Onyx GABA Oolong: 
This light and minty tea will refresh your palate after a particularly heavy or flavorful 
meal. Onyx GABA Oolong tea leaves carry a woodsy aroma, perfectly balanced with a 
unique mint taste.  
 
Opal GABA Oolong:  
This flowery, woodsy GABA tea sings of romance and mystery. Its complex character 
combines the aroma of roses against a woodsy background. Just as its name denotes, 
this tea is made for royalty.  



 
Amethyst GABA Oolong:  
For those who like to have their cake and eat it too, we introduce the best of both 
caffeinated worlds: tea and coffee. This heavily roasted tea emits the stunning aroma 
and taste of black coffee, while offering the health benefits of tea.  
 
Turquoise GABA Green Tea: 
Why Turquoise? This GABA green tea will make you reminisce of blue oceans and 
refreshing waters. Its light roast and mellow nutty flavor and fragrance make it the 
perfect tea to serve guests as you settle on the couch after a nice meal.  
 
Topaz GABA Oolong: 
The name of this GABA Oolong tea lends itself to its light tint when brewed, despite the 
fact that it has the highest GABA content out of all of our teas. Topaz has a light, fruity 
taste and aroma. It also has the friendliest price tag, making it a prime choice for 
beginning tea drinkers.  
 
Diamond GABA Oolong:  
Our Diamond GABA Oolong tea will instantly sweeten your day as it sings of rich honey. 
It is a unique tea among the GABA teas because of its primarily sweet flavor. You'll fall 
in love at first taste.   
 
Amber GABA Oolong:  
We call it the king of fruity GABA Oolong teas. Why? It’s hard to tell what fruits are 
actually used because there are so many – but the rich fruitiness is undeniable. It’s a 
mellow, medium-roasted tea sure to put your senses at ease.   
 
Ruby GABA Oolong:  
Our Ruby GABA Oolong tea is also a dazzling choice for lovers of both tea and coffee. 
Every sip will bring luxurious wafts of mocha coffee into your nostrils, while your taste 
buds enjoy a pleasantly light, healthy, and pure alternative to coffee.  
 
Emerald GABA Green Tea  
You’ll be captivated by the undeniably nutty flavor and aroma of our Emerald GABA 
green tea. Tea leaves are carefully harvested and stored for the perfect light yet profound 
taste.   
 
Sapphire GABA Oolong:  
This tea will lure you in with its elegant fragrance, and delight you with its light and 
fruity taste. You’ll feel like you’re walking through a garden filled with fruit trees. This 
tea has a lighter taste than the other fruity teas in our GABA tea collection, so feel free to 
drink to your heart’s content.   
 


